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The monolayer growth of Nb-doped SrTiO3 on SrTiO3 �100� substrate is prepared by a pulsed laser
deposition method. The growth and annealing of the film in vacuum and in oxygen ambient are
monitored in real time by an oblique-incidence optical reflectivity difference �OIRD� technique and
reflection high-energy electron diffraction technique. The films annealed in different ambient result
in different optical annealing signals. From the comparison of experimental OIRD signals with the
simulation of OIRD signals, we prove that the optical technique can easily tell whether the oxygen
vacancies are moving into or moving out of the film during the annealing. The optical signals are
found to be composed of contributions from step edges and terraces. © 2007 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2776375�

I. INTRODUCTION

Perovskite-type oxides have been studied extensively1–3

in the past because of the importance in fields of basic re-
search and thin-film applications in superconductivity, ferro-
electricity, dielectricity, and so on. These properties of oxide
films are mostly subject to oxygen content.4,5 Photoemission
studies by many groups have shown that oxygen deficiency
in a perovskite crystal is mostly in the form of oxygen
vacancies,6,7 and the rate of diffusion for oxygen vacancies
between 630 °C and 800 °C has been reported to be 2–3
orders of magnitude larger than that for oxygen atoms,8 thus
the diffusion of oxygen vacancies during growth and anneal-
ing have attracted considerable interest.

Real time monitoring of the growing film is an essential
part in the study of oxygen vacancies diffusion. Some tech-
niques have been used to simultaneously monitor the surface,
such as low-energy electron microscopy �LEEM�, and ellip-
sometry. Using LEEM, McCarty et al. have found that steps
on the TiO2 �110� surface move when the temperature is
changed. This is because some material is being added to or
subtracted from the surface, caused by the fact that the con-
centration of bulk oxygen vacancies changes with the
temperature.9 Ellipsometry is often used to measure the
changes in both magnitude and phase of complex optical
reflectivity �i.e., the Fresnel reflection coefficient� in re-

sponse to the variation in the roughness and the dielectric
properties of solid surfaces. Michaelis et al. have studied the
oxygen diffusion in YBa2Cu3O7−� �YBCO� thin films by
spectroscopic ellipsometry.10 Kawasaki et al. have observed
that the oxygen content of YBCO thin film changes during
cooling by a light reflectance variation.11

The latter two upper studies point out that optical tech-
niques are appropriate for observation of diffusion of oxygen
vacancies. In this article, we report our results of perovskite
film growth simultaneously monitored with reflected high
energy electron diffraction �RHEED� and an oblique-
incidence optical reflectivity difference �OIRD� technique.12

We found that the annealing in vacuum of the film results in
a negative slope of the OIRD annealing signal, while the
annealing in oxygen ambient results in a positive slope of the
OIRD annealing signal. We further prove from simulation of
OIRD signals that a negative slope of annealing signal indi-
cates that the oxygen vacancies are moving into the film.

As for OIRD technique, the experimental setup and pro-
cedures have been described previously.13 Briefly let rp0 and
rs0 denote the respective reflectivity from the bare substrate
for p- and s-polarized light at the wavelength of a He-Ne
probe laser �=632.8 nm, and rp and rs be the respective
reflectivity during the growth. Fractional changes in reflec-
tivity are defined as �p= ��rp−rp0� /rp0� and �s=��rs

−rs0� /rs0�. We measure the difference defined as Re��p

−�s� in the OIRD technique. Zhu et al. have claimed that
this technique is a particular form of optical ellipsometry.14a�Electronic mail: yanggz@aphy.iphy.ac.cn
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II. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATED RESULTS

The growths were performed in a chamber with a base
pressure of 1�10−5 Pa �7.5�10−8 Torr�. The chamber was
equipped with a standard RHEED apparatus and an OIRD
measurement system. The SrTiO3 substrate of 10�5
�0.5 mm3 was attached to a stainless heater block in the
chamber. These substrates had been treated to have regular
step edges on top.15 The temperature of the substrate was
monitored by an optical pyrometer during the deposition. A
sintered ceramics of stoichiometric Nb:SrTiO3 �10 mol %�
was used as the target. A 308-nm XeCl excimer laser was
used for ablation. The films usually were grown in continu-
ous or intermittent modes with Laser-MBE �Ref. 16� tech-
nique. In a continuous mode, the growth was kept going all
the while and there was no annealing applied. When the
temperature was appropriate for the growth, the RHEED in-
tensity would oscillate for periodically changing surface
morphology. The appropriate temperature and the number
�N� of laser pulses for growing monolayer material in con-
tinuous mode also fit for the intermittent mode. In the inter-
mittent mode, we first deposited one monolayer of materials
�0� t� t1, t1 is when the growth is finished�, then we inter-
rupted the deposition and made the film annealing for a pe-
riod of time �t1� t� t2, t2− t1 is the annealing time�. After
that, we deposited the next monolayer material. This process
was repeated in the intermittent growth.

With temperatures above 900 K, even in oxygen-free
ambient, the specular RHEED intensity recovers to the pre-
deposition level essentially right after a monolayer equiva-
lent of Nb:SrTiO3 is deposited.17 Figures 1�a� and 1�b� show
the OIRD signals of intermittent monolayer growth in oxy-
gen free ambient and oxygen ambient with nearly the same
temperature 900 K. The two signals show very clearly that
the annealing in different ambient after the monolayer
growth leads to different slope of OIRD signals. Another
example �black curve� is shown in Fig. 2. We performed the
intermittent growth in oxygen free ambient at 1003 K. This
optical signal is similar to the one in Fig. 1�a�, except the
small tip at the beginning of the growth in Fig. 1�a� becomes
an evident downward peak in Fig. 2. From these two figures
and other experimental data,17,18 we get some characters

from the optical signals. First, the optical signals all have a
downward tip near the beginning of the growth no matter in
oxygen ambient or oxygen free ambient. These downward
tips appear at different times and they often appear before the
surface is roughest. Second, a positive slope of annealing
signal corresponds to oxygen ambient, while a negative slope
of annealing signal corresponds to oxygen-free ambient. To
determine where the tip comes from and whether the differ-
ent slopes of annealing signals indicate different diffusions
of oxygen vacancies, we need to simulate the optical signal
and find where the optical signal comes from.

The simulation of optical signals includes two parts.
First, we simulated the growth with the Monte Carlo method
to get the information of the surface. Then we calculated
optical reflectance difference signal from the surface.

Dielectric functions of the films are useful for analysis of
their oxygen content.11 By simulating the optical signals
from a growing film, we may get information about these
dielectric functions in film. For convenience, Zettler et al.
reduced the three media system �ambient, film, substrate�
into only two media �ambient, effective substrate� in their
model.19 They simply found the dielectric function of the
effective substrate oscillates in the growth. To model the sys-
tem more exactly, four media system �ambient, surface, film,
substrate� is used in our work. As shown by Kalff et al.,20

Vrijmoeth et al.,21 and others in scanning tunneling micros-
copy studies of epitaxy and ion erosion of crystalline metals,
a majority of surface atoms on a growth or erosion surface
are on terraces and a minority of them are nearby step edges.
In this case, to describe a more real system, we further divide
the surface into two parts: terrace atoms and step edge atoms,
and set �terr and �step as the dielectric functions of them.
Since the imaginary part of the dielectric function is associ-
ated with the oxygen vacancy concentration,22 the study on
these dielectric functions is expected to reveal how the oxy-
gen vacancies move.

Monte Carlo simulation has shown that surface step den-
sity can successfully reproduce the RHEED specula intensity
qualitatively23,24 and quantitatively,25 which means the
Monte Carlo method is an effective way to simulate the sur-
face morphology. By simulating the deposition process with
the Monte Carlo method26,27 and modeling the surface struc-

FIG. 1. OIRD signals for monolayer growth of Nb:SrTiO3 on SrTiO3 �001�
at high temperature in oxygen free ambient �a� and oxygen ambient �b�. The
dash-dot line remarks the completion of the deposition of one monolayer.

FIG. 2. OIRD signals �black curve� during the growth of an intermittent
deposition of one Nb:SrTiO3 monolayer on SrTiO3 �001� in vacuum at
temperature of 1003 K. The gray curve shows a simulated result.
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ture with a mean-field model,28 how the numbers of step
edge atoms and terrace atoms are changing with time during
the growth could be achieved. In the Monte Carlo simulation
with periodical boundary conditions �no boundary-dependent
effects29 are expected�, the unit cell is treated as a cubic
growth unit, whose mobility and the nearest-neighbor bond-
ing of units were isotropic �the solid-on-solid model30�. The
growth kinetics is described as two processes: the deposition
of units onto the substrate at random sites and subsequent
migration of surface units driven by binding energy until
incorporation into or emission form the growth front. With
the surface morphology changing with time, we collect a
statistic of numbers of step edge atoms and terrace atoms on
surface to get the coverage of them and calculate the reflec-
tivity for s- and p-polarized light as the sum of contribution
from all units28

rs�p� = �
j=0

rs�p�
�t� �dj�� j,terr exp�− i4��dj − 	d
�cos 	inc/��

+ �
j=0

rs�p�
�step��dj�� j,step exp�− i4��dj − 	d
�cos 	inc/�� ,

�1�

where �i,errt is the coverage of the jth “coalesced” terrace
atoms at a distance dj = jd0 away from the top surface, �i,step

is the corresponding coverage of step edge atoms, d0 is the
thickness of one monolayer in the direction normal to the
substrate, and dj is the height of each unit, 	d
 is the average
thickness of film, 	inc denotes the incident angle, and the
total coverage of step edge atoms is �step=�i=0�i,step.
rs�p�

�*� �dj� is the reflectivity of one unit for s�p�-polarized light

from a four media system that consists of vacuum, a mono-
layer of surface atoms �rs�p�

�step��dj� for step edge atoms;

rs�p�
�t� �dj� for terrace atoms�, a layer of bulk-phase film, and the

substrate. At last, we calculate Re��p−�s� as OIRD signals.
By simulating OIRD experimental signals, we get the dielec-
tric functions in film system during the growth.

We have made some simplifications and assumptions in
the simulation of intermittent OIRD signals. During the
growth period, the materials were kept sputtering on the sur-

face. It would be difficult to consider the oxidization or
deoxidization for all the just sputtered materials, which re-
quests dielectric functions changing with time for materials
with different life times. So we ignore the oxidization or
deoxidization during growth and give the sputtering materi-
als an average constant dielectric function. While the consid-
erable change of the surface morphology during the growth
period should be taken into account. In an intermittent
growth, at the time when the monolayer growth is com-
pleted, the quantity of step edge atoms is very small com-
pared with the quantity of the terrace atoms, that we ignore
the variations of the dielectric functions of step edge atoms
during post-deposition annealing. So, if the oxidization or
deoxidization process takes place in post-deposition anneal-
ing, only the dielectric function of the terrace atoms would
be changing with time. Besides, due to the periodicity of
intermittent growth signals, it is further supposed in simula-
tion that during the post-deposition annealing �terr simply
changes from �t0 to the dielectric function of the bulk film
linearly with time. �t0 was the constant dielectric function for
terrace atoms in growth period. Consequently the dielectric
functions for step edge atoms and terrace atoms during
growth period and annealing period are below

��step�t� = �s0 0 � t � t2

�terr�t� = �t0 0 � t � t1; �terr�t� = �t0 + const � t, t1 � t � t2.
� �2�

It should be noted that in this article we focused on only the
imaginary part of the dielectric functions. Information from
the real part of the dielectric functions was ignored.

From Eq. �1�, we can see that the optical signal has
contributions from terrace atoms and step atoms: Signaltotal

=Signalterr+Signalstep. It is difficult to get analytic expression
for each component, but we can try to separate them in the
numerical calculation. A simulated result with annealing in
vacuum is shown in Fig. 3. The solid line shows Signaltotal,

the dash line shows Signalterr, and the dotted line shows
Signalstep. In Fig. 4, the step density in the simulated mono-
layer growth and the coverage of the terrace atoms formed
just during the simulated monolayer growth are also shown.
It is clear that the Signalstep looks similar to specular RHEED
intensity that is related with step density. The contrast of the
Signalstep and the step density shows that the contribution of
step edge atoms is roughly inverse proportional to step den-
sity. As to Signalterr, it increases in the growth period and

FIG. 3. The solid line shows a simulated optical signal in intermittent mode.
The dash line and the dot line show contributions from terrace atoms and
step edge atoms.
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decreases in the annealing period. It is understandable that
the contribution of terrace atoms first increases because of
the increasing atoms of the new-formed terrace in growth
period. However, after the growth is finished and the cover-
age of new-formed terrace atoms changes very little in the
annealing period, why does the Signalterr decrease? To make
it clear, we have adjusted the parameters in the procedure for
many times, and we found that the decrease of Signalterr is
caused by the increase of the imaginary part of the dielectric
function of terrace atoms �Im��terr�� on surface in annealing
period. Actually, if Im��terr� decreases in annealing period,
the Signalterr will increase in annealing.

In short, the optical signal comes from both terrace at-
oms and step edge atoms. Since the dielectric functions for
step edge atoms and terrace atoms are different, the increase
in amount of step edge atoms and the terrace atoms both
contribute to OIRD signals but with different weight coeffi-
cients. By doing more simulations and based on Eq. �1�, we
conclude a simple analytical expression for the OIRD signal:
SignaltotalA�Im��terr�� ·�terr−B�Im��step�� ·�step. Here, �terr

and �step are total coverage for terrace atoms and step edge
atoms, A�x� and B�x� are still undetermined functions. But at
least we know A�x� is a decreasing function with x from
simulated results. So the change of Im��terr� results in reverse
change of the optical signal. Besides, in the simulation we
made Im��terr� change linearly with time in the annealing
which led to an linear annealing signal shown in Fig. 3. But
an experimental annealing signal in Fig. 2 changes with time
more like an exponential function. This disagreement indi-
cates that Im��terr� would probably change with time as an
exponential function in annealing. With this conclusion, the
simulated result �gray curve in Fig. 2� reproduced the main
characteristics of experimental signal better, which indicates
the simulation procedure is now appropriate.

In different growth conditions, the dielectric functions
for each material might be different. So, A�Im��terr�� would
be different for different �terr and B�Im��step�� would be dif-
ferent for different �step. That explains why the tips of OIRD
signals appear at different times in different growth condi-
tions. Since only the step edge atoms contribute to RHEED
signals or step density, this also explains why the tip of

OIRD signal does not appear when the surface is roughest.
As to the annealing signal, since we ignore contribution from
step edge atoms in an annealing period, the decrease of the
optical signal only indicates the decrease of A�Im��terr�� or
the increase of Im��terr�. The increase of Im��terr� means that
the oxygen vacancy concentration of the surface is increas-
ing. So annealing in oxygen-free ambient, the oxygen vacan-
cies are moving into the film. Similarly, the optical signal
increases in annealing in oxygen ambient comes to a conclu-
sion that the oxygen vacancies are moving out of the film in
annealing in oxygen ambient. Form the comparison of OIRD
signals in different growing conditions above 900 K, it is
clear that a higher temperature or a higher oxygen pressure
�or the combination of them both� makes the tip of OIRD
signals more evident, which requests a bigger B�Im��step�� or
a smaller A�Im��terr��. Since these possibilities can both be
proved by simulation, it is still uncertain what the actual
process is.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, by analyzing the OIRD signals during post-
deposition annealing and simulating the OIRD signals, we
find the OIRD technique is quite appropriate to real-time
monitoring of oxide film growth. The OIRD signal includes
two components: contributions from step edges and terraces,
and can be described as SignaltotalA�Im��terr�� ·�terr

−B�Im��step�� ·�step. The terrace atoms are the main part of
the surface during annealing. So the change of Im��terr� in
annealing informs how the oxygen vacancies are moving. We
prove that basically oxygen vacancies are moving out of the
film during annealing in oxygen ambient while moving into
the film during annealing in vacuum. Detailed studies on
films with different growth conditions are expected in a fu-
ture work
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